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this video is hilarious, because it shows pingu and the gang trying to make a funny joke. we all know that pingu, the most popular cartoon character, is always ready to try anything. he is always up to prove that he is the funniest one. a new version of pingu is out. it is a feature film with a difference. the movie is about a real life situation which is bound to entertain the audience. the storyline has given a new dimension to the favorite cartoon character. professor hanshu gives a lecture about the pingu character. the professor believes that pingu is a real life example of the evolution of a frog into a human being. he explains how, as a child, pingu has a happy and carefree nature, but as he grows older, he becomes a little more responsible. the professor says that pingu may have a long journey ahead of him in the search for his true self. pingu and his family are enjoying a dinner in the dining table. pingu is
feeling very hungry and he likes to eat a lot. he is very greedy and demands all the food from the table. pingu has a funny remark: "did you bring a lot of food? i'm feeling very hungry. do you have chicken or fish or any other food? i want all the food. i'm hungry." his mother suggests him that he eats just a little food. "please, you eat little. i'll eat all the food. just a little food." father makes a joke about pingu's greed. the latest version of pingu is out. it features pingu being the first ever superhero. in the latest episode, pingu takes out a bit of exercise in the form of a fight with a monster. he is able to defeat the monster. in the next scene, he is seen walking with a group of school children.
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